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Agave dates back to the Aztec civilization as an important crop in Mexico. Since the 1600s, the
people of western Mexico have cultivated blue agave from the red volcanic soil that blankets the
region, to make what we know as tequila. The Spirit of Tequila celebrates the tradition, culture,
and myth of this iconic drink. Joel Salcido traveled across the state of Jalisco capturing images
of distilleries and artisanal tequileras, including blue agave fields at sunset, the agave's
pineapple-like centers (piñas), elegantly shadowed barrel rooms (añejos), and, of course, the
agave farmers themselves.Nearly ninety photographs, taken with a medium format camera—
some in full-color, some in duotone—reveal not only the tequila making process but also the
region’s traditions of culture and religion. Haunting and beautiful, a church spire is juxtaposed
with a firework celebration in honor of the Virgen de Guadalupe. A Mexican charro rides through
the streets of Arandas. Near Atotonilco, a horse pulls a traditional plow through the fields to
irrigate. Exploring the rooms and techniques hidden in the distilleries of legendary tequilas
Herradura, Sauza, Jose Cuervo, Don Julio, and others, The Spirit of Tequila celebrates a craft
that is rooted deep in the culture of Mexico.

“Poetic... a beautiful book.” ― Texas Standard - Texas Public Radio“Ideal as a coffee-table book,
this stunning hardcover makes for a great gift, along with a bottle of tequila.” ― Liquor.com --This
text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorJoel Salcido grew up with one foot in Mexico
and the other in the United States, straddling two languages and two cultures. As a staff
photographer for the El Paso Times, he documented the Tarahumara Indians of Mexico and
covered the 1985 earthquake in Mexico. He has also traveled extensively in Latin America for
USA Today. He has received numerous awards, including several for his coverage of life in Cuba
and inhalant abuse on the U.S.–Mexico border. His images appear in the collections of the
Museum of Fine Arts Houston, the El Paso Museum of Art, the University of Texas Harry
Ransom Humanities Center, and the Wittliff Collections at Texas State University. Additional
acquisitions have been by the Federal Reserve Bank, the University of Texas at San Antonio,
and the University of International Business and Economics in Beijing. Most recently, the
photograph Atotonilco el Alto from this book was added to Mexico’s National Art Heritage
Series. Salcido lives in Austin.Paul Salopek is an American journalist. A two-time Pulitzer Prize
winner, he was raised in central Mexico. In 2013 he embarked on the “Out of Eden Walk,” a
seven-year, 20,000-mile transcontinental foot journey along one of the migration routes taken by
early humans out of Africa. Funded by the National Geographic Society, the Knight Foundation,
and the Abundance Foundation, the project aims to immerse readers in the lives of nomads,
villagers, traders, farmers, and fishers Salopek meets along the way. He previously worked as a
reporter for the Chicago Tribune and taught journalism at the Princeton University.Chantal



Martineau writes about wine, spirits, food, travel, and culture. Her work has been published in
Vogue, Food & Wine, Departures, Saveur, the Atlantic, Forbes, Financial Times, and more. She
is the author of How the Gringos Stole Tequila: The Modern Age of Mexico's Most Traditional
Spirit, which chronicles tequila's coming of age in America, and is at work on a book about
mezcal. Martineau, a Montreal native, is based in New York. --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.
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Para mis más queridos, Rosie, Bryana, y Cid. Y por supuesto, para
Toñita.CONTENTSForeword, by Paul SalopekPrefaceIntroduction, by Chantal
MartineauSpiritTerraAlchemyFiestaGaleríaFOREWORDPaul SalopekAgave tequilana “Weber
Azul” is a delicate and waxy blue, like certain hues of woodsmoke, or like the blued shadows that
pool in the rincons of the Sierra Madre Occidental, the wild mountain range that knuckles down
the western edge of the Mexican state of Jalisco.I grew up in Jalisco, the birthplace of tequila,
the famed spirit these blue agave plants so generously yield. Blue agaves lined the dirt streets of
my colonia. We schoolboys carved our names and much worse into their fleshy spikes of leaves.
We deployed their tall flower stalks—some towered so high they poked rain out of the passing
gray monsoon clouds—as spears. Once we were old enough, and sometimes not old enough,
we sipped the fermented juices of the blue agave, a universal rite of passage in the Mexican
altiplano.Unlike its brother and sister liquors (whiskeys, gins, vodkas, chachas, ryes, bourbons,
scotch, etc.), the raw material of tequila is neither seeds nor roots. No, it is the plant’s very core,
its heart. The good jimador walks his glaucous blue fields—in the gentle foothills, let’s say, above
old Zapopan—appraising his crop before the harvest. He looks for many things: The cactuslike
agaves must be between four and eighteen years old to give up their best juice. The moisture in
the soil and season of the year are also important. The dry weeks just before the first rains are
best, as they concentrate the sugars in the agave’s swollen corazón.The good harvester is
always listening to this enigmatic heart. He knows that within it beats the wingflick of the bat that
pollinated his plants. It holds the pulse of the yellow sun, the long, lingering cores of summer
afternoons. It drums with the raindrops that in Mexico fall straight and silver and hard. He takes
the agave’s heart in his rough hands and squeezes its essence into a small glass. He offers it up
to you.I regret to report that I do not drink tequila often anymore. My body has seen too many
wars. But I remember the color of those plantations—their mesmerizing cool hues in the rippling
heat of the subtropics. The blues of childhood.PREFACETequila, like Mexico, is mestizaje—a
coalescence. When pulque, the fermented nectar of Mexico’s indigenous world, embraced the
Spaniards’ copper alambiques, or stills, tequila was born.Mexico’s iconic drink is deeply rooted
in a past that is both complex and immense. As early as the sixteenth century, the national drink
of Mexico was known as vino de mezcal, from the Spanish word vino, for wine, and the Nahuatl
word mezcal, for agave.The mezcal of the Nahuatl culture played an enormous role in the lives
of Mesoamericans. Not only was agave critical for sustenance; it could also be used in the
making of shelter, clothing, and tools. Mayahuel, a Venus-like divinity that personifies the
maguey plant, became the symbol of fertility for the Aztecs.The town of Tequila, or Tecuillan,
Nahuatl for a “place of work and cutting,” is where land, agave, and people came together to
produce the iconic spirit of Mexico. It is here, and in other towns in Jalisco, that I set out to
explore the contemporary world of tequila. My search led me to the holy trinity of tequila makers
—Cuervo, Herradura, and Sauza—which began in 1758 with Cuervo’s mass distillation of blue



agave sugars. I also sought out artisanal tequileras committed to the traditional craft of tequila-
making, from harvest to bottle.In this landscape of blue agave, I discovered traditions of culture
and religion—ancient and modern, indigenous and foreign. All were a reminder of my own
complex Spanish and Native American mestizo heritage. Childhood memories resurfaced,
decades after I stepped across the Rio Grande into the United States as an immigrant child of
seven.The photographs from this journey reflect the mystical space where the weight of history
and the bounty of the earth blend into a spirit called tequila. It is the elixir that remains the
guardian of Mexico’s landscape, tradition, and identity—indeed, the ancient lord of fire with a
savage smile.INTRODUCTIONChantal MartineauA silvery blue plant. A crystal clear liquid. How
one becomes the other isn’t a miracle. It involves science, craft, and a good deal of hard work.
The iconic liquid export, distilled from the native blue agave plant, has been made in Mexico for
at least four hundred years—some believe centuries longer. The spirit and its raw material have
been intricately tied to Mexico’s history, culture, and mythology since the time of the Aztecs.Most
of us don’t think of tequila as a cultural product. Maybe the idea that a bottle on the back bar at
the local watering hole might be culturally and historically significant doesn’t occur to us. Or
perhaps it’s the memory of that first (or worst) experience with the spirit. Shots with salt and lime,
or frozen margaritas—these were once the standard introduction to tequila.These days tequila is
often sipped neat, like fine scotch or cognac, or mixed into artisanal cocktails that have nothing
to do with a margarita, much less a premixed one. The spirit comes bottled in exquisite crystal
decanters, and a number of brands are backed by celebrities or billionaire entrepreneurs. It’s not
just that the spirit has changed—although it has, as much better incarnations are more readily
available than decades ago. Public perception of tequila is also shifting. No longer is it deemed
party fuel, something to be slammed during spring break by hooting coeds. It can be a spirit with
sophistication and intrigue. And yes, it is a cultural symbol for Mexico, one with a rich and
complicated history. Just how it evolved from a rustic regional specialty to a luxury good is a long
and winding tale.It’s a story that begins with a native plant, an extraordinary plant, called agave.
Agave are large perennial succulents that look like aloe and are often mistaken for cactuses.
Taxonomically speaking, they are more closely related to asparagus. More than two hundred
varieties exist, and almost all are indigenous to Mexico. Blue Weber (agave, tequilana) is the
variety used to make tequila. Many others, like espadín, the genetic ancestor of blue Weber, are
used to make mezcal. Henequén, a variety that thrives in the southern part of the country, was
widely used in textile manufacturing in the early part of the twentieth century (until DuPont
invented nylon in the 1930s, devastating the henequén industry).Take a drive through tequila
country and you’ll see waves upon waves of steely blue from the road. These are agave fields.
Researchers believe that agave has been consumed in Mexico for at least eleven thousand
years, making it one of the earliest cultivated crops in the Americas alongside squash and
maize. Agave was used for everything from food and shelter to cultural production. Early
Mexicans were known to weave its dried leaves into clothing, bedding, and roofs for their homes.
The fine needle at the tip of each spiny leaf was used to sew fabric and for drawing, and in the



bloodletting ceremonies the Aztecs were so fond of. This deep reliance and connection to the
agave is echoed in its prominent place in Aztec mythology.Mayahuel is the deity most often
associated with agave. She is often depicted as having four hundred breasts to feed the
Centzon Totochtin—the four hundred rabbit gods of intoxication. Numerous versions of the
legend exist, but most begin with Mayahuel’s grandmother, the evil goddess Tzitzimitl, who lived
in the heavens and devoured light. Mayahuel lived with her grandmother, sleeping all day and
night, in a perfect state of wellbeing. One day the god Quetzalcoatl decides to fly up to the
heavens to destroy the evil goddess. Instead he finds Mayahuel. She awakens, and they fall in
love at first sight. Quetzalcoatl takes her back to earth so they can be together, but they are
forced to hide from Tzitzimitl, who is livid at her granddaughter’s disappearance. The couple
hides in different places around the earth until, finally, they decide to disguise themselves as a
tree. Tzitzimitl discovers them and, in a fury, rends the tree in half, killing Mayahuel. Quetzalcoatl
flies into a rage and destroys Tzitzimitl. He returns to his lover’s remains and buries them. The
first agave sprouts from the dirt that covers her bones: a gift from the gods. Quetzalcoatl drinks
its sweet sap and rejoices.Thousands of years before tequila was made, Mesoamerican tribes
brewed pulque, a sort of beer, from the agave’s fermented sap, called aguamiel (honey water).
This tart, milky, mildly effervescent drink was taken during sacred rituals as a way to commune
with the gods. The Aztecs deemed it sacrosanct and prohibited common consumption. Pulque
was for the exclusive elect—holy men—to drink during religious ceremonies. Public
drunkenness was punishable by death, but pulque was prescribed to the sick, the elderly, and
pregnant women. Spanish conquistadors disapproved of pulque and called for a ban on the
drink, but it didn’t last long. The Spanish Crown soon came up with a better solution: to tax
pulque. By the mid-eighteenth century, the tax collected on pulque was one of Mexico’s most
important sources of government revenue.It’s been said that the Spanish brought distillation to
Mexico, as they did to the other parts of the New World they conquered. But Mexican
researchers have collected evidence suggesting that indigenous people were distilling long
before the Spanish invaded. Early artifacts have been found near the Colima volcano, in the
state of Jalisco, not too far from the heart of tequila country. The artifacts included vessels that
may have been used to distill agave and figurines depicting people drinking from tiny cups,
much smaller than those used for pulque. Could it have been mezcal? Scientists on both sides
of the border are studying these artifacts, said to date as far back as 1500 BC.Whoever brought
distillation to Mexico, it was early Mexicans who applied it to agave. The technology spread from
pueblo to pueblo until communities across the region were distilling the agave varieties that were
indigenous to the area. The spirit was named mezcal, from the Nahuatl mexcalli, a combination
of the words for agave or maguey (metl) and oven-cooked (ixcalli). What we know as tequila was
once one of Mexico’s many mezcales, known as mezcal de Tequila or, more accurately, vino de
mezcal de la región de Tequila.Tequila, like Champagne or Cognac, is not just the name of a
product but also refers to a place. The small town in the state of Jalisco is about an hour’s drive
from Guadalajara, Mexico’s second-largest city. The mezcal from Tequila was widely known to



be of high quality and, given its proximity to Guadalajara, had a ready-made clientele. By the late
nineteenth century, the wealthiest and most famous tequila-producing families in town—the
Cuervos and the Sauzas, who still produce some of the biggest brands today—decided to try
taking their spirit across the border. Mezcal de Tequila was entered into spirits competitions in
the United States and was soon being sold under the moniker Mexican whiskey or Mexican
brandy. Americans liked this Mexican whiskey, and its popularity north of the border boosted its
popularity back home. Soon mezcal de Tequila became known simply as tequila.The process for
making tequila has evolved since the earliest days of the Cuervos and the Sauzas. But the role
of the jimadores—the men tasked with harvesting agave for tequila production—has remained
the same, passed from generation to generation. It’s still common to find families working the
fields together—fathers, sons, brothers, uncles, cousins. The jimador is a symbol of Mexican
fortitude and resilience. The harvest, or jima, is backbreaking work. Each plant must be dug out
of the ground at the root—no small task at up to two hundred pounds each. The jimador uses his
coa, a rounded hoe, to slice off the agave’s large, heavy leaves. When he’s done, nothing is left
but the heart, known as the piña because it looks like a pineapple. This part of the plant gets
trucked to the distillery to be cooked, crushed, fermented, and distilled into tequila.In wine
production, connoisseurs talk about terroir. It’s a term from the world of French wine that refers to
the way the soil, climate, elevation, and topography of a place are married to influence the flavor.
Tequila, too, can express terroir. In the Tequila valley, the soil is volcanic and ashy gray, and the
piñas grow earthy and spicy. In the highlands, where the soil is brick red and iron-rich, the agave
ripens fruity and sweeter. The higher altitude, six thousand feet and more above sea level,
translates into drier, sunnier days and cooler nights, and local tequila producers believe the
fluctuating temperatures result in more complex flavors. Valley producers, for their part, lay claim
to the oldest agave-growing lands. At up to four thousand feet in elevation, the area is
misleadingly referred to as the lowlands.Once the piñas arrive at the distillery, they must be
cooked, as the Aztecs’ word for mescal—mexcalli, or oven-cooked agave—implies. This can be
done in several ways. Traditionally, the halved or quartered piñas are loaded into a brick oven,
where they are steamed over several days until they are brown and caramelized. More modern
facilities use an autoclave, a sort of pressure-cooker that takes less time and can impart more
floral and citrus notes to the tequila. High-volume brands tend to use a diffuser, a machine the
size of a train car that processes the agave using hot water.After cooking, the agave is milled.
Few distilleries are still equipped with a tahona, a traditional stone mill that consists of a two-ton
wheel carved out of volcanic rock affixed to the center of a round stone pit. The wheel is turned
around and around, either pulled by a mule or a mechanized tractor, and gradually crushes the
cooked agave on the pit’s stone floor. The juices from the crushed agave are collected into
fermentation tanks. Most distilleries today use a mechanical shredder, a contraption borrowed
from the rum industry for use in grinding sugar cane.During the fermentation stage, the agave
mash sits in wooden or steel vats, bubbling and frothing as it slowly converts its sugar to alcohol.
A number of distilleries rely on ambient yeasts—already present in the distillery, floating in the



air, and on the very skins of the plants—while others inoculate their mash with synthetic or lab-
raised yeasts. It usually takes a few days for the yeasts to devour the sugars, leaving alcohol in
their wake. The process also produces carbon dioxide, which escapes into the air.Distillation is
the final step in making tequila. Most distilleries use alembic copper pot stills to bring the liquid
to a boil and trap the alcoholic vapors. The distiller’s job is to separate the volatile first part of the
distillate, known as the heads, and the methanol-heavy second part, known as the tails, from the
best part of the distillate, the heart. After two distillation runs, the resulting tequila can be bottled
as is, clear and un-aged. This is known as plata (silver) or blanco (white) tequila and is most
often enjoyed mixed into cocktails, although purists prefer to sip it neat. Alternatively, the liquid
can be put into oak barrels—usually former American whiskey or bourbon barrels—for aging. A
reposado (rested) tequila is aged from two months to just under a year, at least a year is
required for añejo, and a minimum of three years is required for extra añejo. Reposado tequila,
with its gently caramelized notes, is often used in cocktails. Añejo and extra añejo tequilas tend
to be served on their own, similar to a good after-dinner whiskey or brandy.Over the years
tequila’s popularity has ebbed and flowed. In Mexico, a number of tequila producers recall their
parents or grandparents drinking it only on the sly. In polite company, scotch or cognac was
served. In the United States, tequila has experienced a few surges in popularity, such as during
Prohibition. Just as Canadian whiskey flooded the border to the north, tequila was smuggled into
southern states, to the delight of thirsty Americans. Later, the crooner Bing Crosby became
involved in the business of importing tequila after traveling to Mexico and falling in love with the
Herradura brand. In 1958 the hit song “Tequila” (and its unforgettable refrain) by the Champs
brought the spirit renewed attention. Another song, Jimmy Buffett’s “Margaritaville,” hit the charts
in 1977. By the 1990s the United States was in the grips of a full-blown tequila boom, but it
would be some years before Americans discovered “good” tequila. At the time, there was no
such thing as a premium label. The shots and margaritas flowed.You might say we are currently
experiencing a second boom. In the last decade or so we’ve seen an influx of luxury tequilas
made from 100 percent agave. Most people don’t realize that their first—or worst—tequila
probably fell into the category made with just 51 percent agave distillate and up to 49 percent
unnamed “other sugars” (typically derived from corn or sugar cane). For decades 100 percent
agave tequila was hard to come by. What’s more, consumers weren’t educated enough about
tequila to know that they might prefer it. The spirit came to the United States and spread around
the world with no shortage of myths about psychotropic side effects and worms at the bottom of
the bottle. There was little information about its true origins.The rise of 100 percent agave tequila
should be considered a boon. After all, it’s a purer, more traditional take on tequila, harkening
back to the days when all tequila was 100 percent agave. It wasn’t until the mid-twentieth
century, as demand started to swell, that producers grew concerned over agave shortages. To
keep up with demand over the next two decades, they incrementally reduced the amount of
agave required in tequila. In 1974 tequila earned its appellation of origin, a status that, like
Bordeaux wine and Comté cheese, identifies it as a distinct product associated with a specific



geographic region. It was a crucial step in the fight against counterfeiting and adulteration of the
spirit. Legally, to be called tequila, the spirit must be made according to strict regulations and
within a designated region comprising the entire state of Jalisco and municipalities in four other
states: Guanajuato, Michoacán, Nayarit, and Tamaulipas. By the time the appellation of origin
was achieved, however, the amount of agave required in a bottle of tequila had been cut to about
half. The rest of the ingredients could come from anywhere.It’s baffling to think that a bottle of
tequila, Mexico’s iconic liquid export, could be half, well, not tequila. But as demand for tequila
grew over the years, shortages and their proposed solutions became inevitable. Blue agave is
no easy plant to farm, and the market for it is volatile; the price rises and falls like that of oil or
gold. The seemingly unbreakable cycle of gluts and shortages can largely be attributed to the
nature of the plant. Think of the usual variables farmers contend with—extreme weather
conditions, pests, disease—and multiply these by seven years, which is, on average, how long it
takes agave to reach maturity. (Other varieties of agave can take ten, fifteen, twenty, even thirty
years to ripen.) Consider grapes; they ripen over a season and grow back each year. But once
an agave plant is harvested, it dies. Another must be planted in its place.It’s all part of the
romance of agave. A nocturnal plant, it comes alive at dusk. In the wild, an agave grows a tall
stalk, a quiote, from its heart. This is its sexual organ. At the top of the stalk sprout tiny flowers,
which are pollinated by all sorts of nocturnal creatures. Moths and bats are drawn to the agave’s
flowers, which open to release their heady perfume as the sun is setting. These night fliers feed
on the flowers and scatter their seeds. For the purpose of tequila production, the quiote is cut,
conserving all the plant’s energy for growing a big, sweet heart. The plant is propagated
asexually, using cuttings, the way you might with a house plant. Agaves grow shoots, called
hijuelos, which can be cut and replanted to flourish on their own. Some researchers have
warned that multiple generations of this type of cloning threatens the plant’s genetic robustness.
Farming as a monoculture already reduces biodiversity within the plant population. Sustainable
growing practices are a top concern for many tequila producers, and several studies into the
plant’s genetics have been initiated.For the time being, tequila is experiencing a true golden age.
The world’s love affair with the spirit has grown the category about 150 percent since 2002, and
today the industry benefits some seventy thousand families in Mexico. The premium sector has
ballooned some 700 percent over the same period. Now is a good time to drink good tequila, to
be sure. When shopping for a bottle, keep an eye out for a few things. First, look for the phrase
“hecho en Mexico” (made in Mexico). It’s the front line in the battle against counterfeiting.
Second, look for the mention of 100 percent agave. This helps ensure that you’re drinking a high-
quality spirit made with an eye to tradition. Finally check the NOM (norma oficial de México)
number, located on every bottle of bona fide tequila. This will tell you what distillery the spirit was
made in. Only about 150 distilleries exist within the boundaries of the tequila region, but there
are at least 700 brands. In other words, most distilleries make multiple labels. By the same
token, many brands that are exported are not available domestically and vice versa. A few gems
are available both to Mexicans and abroad and are well liked on both sides of the border.
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Virginia Alanis, “Fields of Blue Agave. The Spirit of Tequila is an art book. A collection of elegant
photographs and autobiographical essays from photographer Joel Salcido, whose images of
agave fields and tequila distilleries feature the noble though unglamorous lives of hardworking
harvesters. Salcido captures the entire process of making tequila from start to finish in beautiful
color photographs and astonishing black and white prints. The Spirit of Tequila also includes the
history of tequila and a few myths and legends about its origin.”

J. Gray, “Beautiful book. Was a gift and he loved it”

Gustaff Emerson, “Tequila fan or not - you will enjoy this book.. Formidable glance of the tequila
production in Mexico through narrative accompanied by magnificent photography full of colors of
the agave fields and the people involved in the process. It should be part of anyone's coffee
table book collection - truly enjoyable.”

Shad Kvetko, “great photography. This book of not only captures the craft of producing tequila,
but the beautiful cultures of the communities who do produce it. It treats the subject with the
reverence it deserves, while still capturing the festive spirit of tequila. and of course, the
photography is stunning. Bravo, Joel!”

in Austin, “These images are worth thousands of words.. This book is visually poetic and
insightful on the world of tequila. It is simply beautiful.”

78987, “Beautiful work. I bought this for a professional photographer friend who has done
considerable work in Western landscapes and is an avid tequila drinker. He loves the book on
both accounts. It combines beautiful images with interesting documentary. Highly
recommended.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 58 people have provided feedback.
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